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Abstract
Iteration is a central issue in the management of product development (PD) projects. Iteration is often recognized as
a major source of increased PD lead-time and cost, a key driver of schedule risk, and a source of major uncertainties
in the commitment of resources. However, iteration, when planned and managed effectively, can overcome the
uncertainties inherent in interdependent development activities and thus, improve and accelerate PD projects. Based
on case study insights, we argue that effective iteration management not only entails the elimination of unnecessary
iterative loops due to ill-defined process structures but also a combination of iteration front-loading and iteration
end-front separation. As such, this work complements the front-loading principles from the Lean PD literature by
providing an alternative approach based upon improved iteration management. First, we use the design structure
matrix to identify sets of iterative loops and then, we apply a binary ordering algorithm to front-load iterations
within each loop set. Finally, we evaluate the process structure performance to quantify the iteration impact on the
overall project completion time and identify the optimal PD process structure. The paper concludes with avenues
for future research.
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1. Introduction and Background
Reducing product development (PD) lead time—an important measure of PD process performance—continues to be
a strategic priority for many organizations due to increased global competition. Effective planning is considered to
be a critical factor in shortening the duration of PD projects. In a recent study of Japanese PD projects, Verworn et
al. [1] observed that intensive planning at the fuzzy front end of the project directly affects not only the project
efficiency but also the effectiveness, by reducing market and technical uncertainties. Similarly, Turtle (as cited by
[2]) emphasized that good planning may result in fast PD projects, while poor planning may cause up to 70% of
project delays. However, the nature of PD processes is iterative and uncertain, which makes managing PD projects
a problematic and difficult endeavor, especially when traditional management techniques do not consider iteration.
Consequently, the acceleration and improvement of the PD process, through planning, demands a deep
understanding of design iterations [3].
Iteration is a fundamental and unavoidable characteristic of PD processes [4,5]. Through iterations, design problems
are solved—ideas evolve and converge into solutions—and design incompatibilities are fixed. As such, iterations
can be either beneficial or counterproductive to the PD performance. Iteration is opportune when activities are
repeated for idea refinement that contribute to the reduction of technical, schedule, and budgetary risks. In this case,
iteration is necessary and should be at least anticipated, if not planned. Meanwhile, counterproductive iteration is
akin to the rework of manufacturing processes, as activity repetitions are considered waste and a major source of
schedule and budgetary risks, and should be avoided if possible [6, 7].
In an effort to cope with iterations, it is well accepted within the PD body of knowledge that, unnecessary iteration
should be minimized (e.g., [8, 9]) and required iterative loops be accelerated (e.g., [3, 10]). Building on this
literature, we refer to iteration management as the set of pre-development activities aimed at designing and
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evaluating plans (schedules) for managing the many uncertainties involved in the interdependencies of PD tasks.
The design of a plan includes the identification of iterative loops, removal of unnecessary iterative loops, and
definition of strategies for accelerating the execution of required iteration loops, which has activity overlapping as
the well-recognized strategy to this aim. However, this research attempts to complement the overlapping strategy by
adopting iteration front-loading as the main strategy to accelerate the overall PD process execution. Meanwhile,
plan evaluations include the impact assessment of iterative loops on process performance in terms of lead time
statistics. Thereby, we are able to quantify the expected benefit of front-loading iterations not only in terms of the
expected value of project lead time but also in terms of the least project performance variance. That is, our goal is to
identify the iterative process structure that yields the best performance with the least variation, leading to a more
convenient process structure, which is more predictable, and therefore more manageable. In this way, the
management of PD projects has the potential to be significantly enhanced through the use of the systematic
procedure described herein.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a review of previous iteration-based management
techniques and models. The research method is briefly described in Section 3. The application of the front-loading
procedure through an example case study is described in Section 4, while the results are discussed in Section 5.
Last, concluding remarks and avenues for future research are presented in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
Considering a project schedule a tool for managing PD processes, an ideal PD project schedule can be defined as
one that does not include wasteful iterations but highlights the iterative loops that maximize value (contribute to
idea refinement and thus risk reduction) and accelerate flow. Accordingly, counterproductive iterations are viewed
as minimization targets for research endeavors [6]. To support this objective, researchers have identified factors that
lead to unnecessary iterations. Many researchers suggest that wasteful iterations typically stem from poor process
architectures, namely, poor activity sequencing [4,11], avoidable changes in information in coupled activities due to
poor activity sequencing or information management problems (e.g., modifications in design objectives, wrong
execution times, poor communication and coordination) [6], and poorly timed or too frequent design reviews [12].
Thus, iteration management demands the study of PD activity sequencing by looking at activity interrelationships
that define the process structure and the way tasks interact and perform.
Traditional project schedule management techniques, such as Program (or Project) Evaluation Review Techniques
(PERT) and the Critical Path Method (CPM), are known to be effective in managing and sequencing networks of
activities that consider precedence relationships and activity durations. One of the key limitations, however, is that
these techniques provide a schedule that does not account for iterations (the PD process structure is not fully
considered) and thus, the schedule reliability is diminished. The inadequacy of these techniques for coordinating PD
activities may be attributable to the fact that they were designed to coordinate networks with simpler structures, e.g.,
networks without probabilistic task iterations.
Meanwhile, there are other efforts to support the management of iterative structures based upon the Design (or
Dependency) Structure Matrix (DSM), which is a technique for representing and analyzing complex networks of
activities in a square matrix format [6]. The DSM technique partitions the process structure to identify separate
―chunks‖ of activities that are independent and can be processed in parallel, dependent activities that require
sequential processing, and ―blocks‖ of coupled activities, that are suggested to be performed iteratively or
concurrently. As a result, the DSM not only allows the visualization of the process structure but also improves it, by
reducing the number or scope of loops due to ill-defined activity sequencing. It is important to emphasize at this
point that the activity sequencing typically occurs at a chunk or block level, i.e. activities within coupled blocks are
arbitrarily left in the original order [8] and therefore, questions regarding the management of activities within
iterative loops still remain unanswered. Moreover, the DSM does not directly support stochastic modeling [4],
which is necessary to evaluate the interaction of loops and how they affect project performance.
In an effort to overcome these and other limitations of the DSM, several researchers have attempted to integrate the
original DSM methodology with other techniques to provide insight on how to schedule tasks within iterative loops
[8]. Smith and Eppinger [13] developed an analytical DSM extension that allows the computation of overall timing
of coupled activities by finding the expected reward (project lead time) of a reward Markov chain. This model,
however, involves fixed activity durations and fixed number of iterations. Meanwhile, Chen, Ling, and Chen [14]
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considered the learning effect by adding a coefficient, αi, assessed by the project manager to predict the activity
duration for subsequent iteration i. In this model, the scheduler still needs to know a priori the number of iterations
for each activity to compute the overall project duration. Using a different approach, Wang, Liu, and Liao [15]
proposed a simulation-based scheduling method in which the input information—the process structure—is provided
by the DSM. In their method, Wang et al. [15] assumed that iterations are independent and occur only once.
Similarly, Browning and Eppinger [6] developed a method based upon the DSM and Monte Carlo simulation.
Although, their method provides an analysis of design iterations in a more generalized project network, one of the
key limitations is that the model does not account for all successive feedforward rework [5], leading to less accurate
project performance estimations in terms of mean and standard deviation. Cho and Eppinger [5] extended Browning
and Eppinger’s [6] method by considering the probability distribution of lead-times in stochastic, iterative, and
resource-constrained project networks. While this latter model accounts for more characteristics of the process
being managed (e.g., feedforward reworks and resource constraints), it does not account for activity costs, and
explicit information regarding the criticality of iterative loops is still not provided.
Still, the above-described models fail to consider additional process structure permutations, in particular within
blocks, to further investigate if the PD project performance can be improved by either reducing the number of
unnecessary loops or changing the scope of necessary iterations within blocks. Instead, it appears that the preferred
strategy to speed up the execution of iterations has been overlapping. There are other strategies, albeit less explored
in the literature, that can be used to accelerate the process as well. In particular, this work is focused on frontloading that is defined as the shifting of identification and solving of problems to earlier phases of the PD process
[10]. Thompke and Fujimoto [10] proposed two front-loading approaches (project-to-project knowledge transfer
and rapid problem solving through technology leverage), but they also suggested that supplier relationships,
overlapping (earlier starts of problem-solving cycles), and optimal partitioning are other potential approaches to
upstream shifts in problems-solving. We draw attention to the latter approach. To this aim, we use an analyticalbased framework to design and evaluate project schedules for iterative processes developed by [16]. The core of
this framework lies in the streamlined interface between a technique to improve the process structure (DSM) and
another used to accurately predict iterative project performance (Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique,
GERT). The DSM is used to identify sets of iterative loops and then, we propose a permutation procedure based
upon a binary ordering algorithm to front-load iterations within each loop set. Following this, we use GERT from a
matrix-based approach to evaluate if the iteration front-loading actually yields to a project performance
improvement. The next section highlights major issues regarding the research procedure followed.

3. Research Method
The case study approach was adopted to demonstrate potential benefits of front-loading in PD projects. Scholars
typically study PD processes by conducting case studies as empirical data is obtained to build theory about complex
relationships about the PD process structure and performance [17]. As a result, within the PD landscape, there are
published cases studies that involve in-depth contextual analysis akin to the context of this research. Therefore,
there is a high likelihood of obtaining secondary data for our model despite the differences in the solution approach
used to address the research problem. Indeed, the data-collection method that seemed most appropriate for this
study was to collect project data sets from published case studies that approached the research problem differently,
as there was no direct access to information of an ongoing PD project. Using these data sets, our proposed method
to front-load iterations was validated and compared with the results of the modeling efforts developed in the
published case studies. In this paper, however, our discussions are confined to a single PD project example.

4. Case Study
4.1 Background on the case study
The selected case study comes from Wang and Lin [11]. In their simulation-based model, the performance of a
development project from the arms industry is considered. The data set from the battle tank simulator project
contains information about the duration and probability of reoccurrence of 17 activities, 73 activity relationships,
and at least 7 iterative loops. With this information, the authors assessed three different project structure scenarios
to estimate the probability density function of the project completion time and the risk of being late according to a
specified target of 78 weeks. However, their modeling approach is slightly different than ours, in that differences of
project structures are centered on altering activity overlapping patterns rather than activity sequences. Thereby, the
project data from the scenario that considered no overlapping is used to demonstrate the iteration front-loading
procedure.
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4.2 Application of the iteration front-loading procedure
Figure 1a shows the precedence matrix (PM) of the battle tank simulator project in which activities, precedence
relationships (entries below diagonal), and information feedbacks (entries above the diagonal) are displayed. From
the PM, two blocks of coupled activities containing seven potential iterative loops in total are identified. To further
investigate possible improvements in the process structure, e.g., iterative loop scope reduction, we applied a
Boolean-algebra based partitioning procedure developed in [16]. A partitioned PM is the so-called DSM, and when
activities within blocks are left in their original order, we refer to this matrix as the conventional DSM (Figure 1b).

(a) Precedence Matrix (PM)

(b) Conventional DSM

Figure 1: Matrix representation formats of the battle tank simulator project
Although the structure suggested by the conventional DSM (Figure 1b) still contains seven feedback marks, there
are two major differences in the arrangement of these iterative cycles that suggest possible process performance
improvements. First, feedback marks are grouped into three blocks instead of two. That is, the iteration cycles
emanating from activity 16 (see marks above the diagonal in column 16) are no longer influenced by upstream
iterations due to the interactions (information exchanges) between activities 9 and 13. Accordingly, the total lead
time with the conventional DSM is expected to be less than the one with the PM project structure. Second, the
scope of the iterative cycle due to coupled activities 9 and 13 is reduced because activities 10, 11, and 12 are no
longer involved in this loop. An iterative cycle scope or size reduction is visually identified, in the matrix
representation, when the feedback mark is leftward shifted, i.e., the feedback mark is closer to the diagonal.
Following this logic, we examined each iterative block containing more than three activities, and evaluated if we
could first further eliminate feedbacks and then, if we could either shift feedback marks closer to diagonal or to the
front-end diagonal.
In explaining the permutation procedure within blocks, a distinction of feedback marks should be made. In Figure
1, notice that there are feedback marks represented by either 1 or 1’. The former represent irreducible feedbacks
while the latter represent pseudo feedbacks. An irreducible feedback is a mark that cannot be removed, unless it is
torn, because there is a coupled relationship between activities. For instance, activity 2 provides information to
activity 3, but also activity 3 updates information to activity 2. Regardless of the sequence defined between these
coupled activities, assumptions about the downstream activity are unavoidable and possible upstream updates
remain probable until the project progresses to the next block. At this point, it is important to emphasize that, in a
broad sense, a feedback mark exists because an assumption was made by the time an upstream activity had to be
performed, e.g., there was an unknown parameter value so that an educated guess was made. Thereby, feedback
marks carry information unknowns that, sometimes, can be avoided if activities are sequenced differently (e.g.,
inverting their order). We refer to avoidable feedback marks as pseudo feedbacks which is the case of the matrix
elements (row, column) 3, 6 and12, 16 from Figure 1a.
Accordingly, in the permutation within blocks procedure pseudo feedback marks are considered first potential
candidates for a feed-forward modification. This process begins by identifying blocks formed by three or more
activities. For each identified block candidate, two sets of sorting criteria are determined: rows are associated with
feedback and with feed forward sorting criteria. The goal is to move downward the most populated rows while
shifting to the far left the most populated columns, i.e., iteration front-loading. The evaluation criteria are based
upon the Askin and Standrige’s [18] binary ordering algorithm, in which row and column sorting occurs in a twostage operation: first, sorting occurs in a descending order according to feed forward criteria, and then in ascending
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order according to feedback sorting criteria. Following this, an evaluation of the remaining pseudo feedback marks
is performed. That is, those activities involved in the ij feedback marks and which element ji is zero (or blank), are
considered for a further re-arrangement by shifting row/column j before row/column i. This re-arrangement
alternative is held only if the total number of feedback marks decreases; otherwise, the permutation is not
considered and the next pseudo feedback mark is evaluated for a possible re-arrangement. This operation is
continued until all potential pseudo feedback marks are exhausted. In this work, the resultant DSM matrix with
activities re-ordered within blocks is referred to as the extended DSM, shown in Figure 2. The differences among
the process structures can also be easily discerned in a GERT-type activity network, as depicted in Figure 3, in
which trivial feed-forward marks were removed (only immediate precedence relationship were left), irreducible
feedback marks are shown in red, and pseudo feedback marks are in blue.

Figure 2: The extended DSM

Figure 3: GERT-type network comparison

The first noticeable observation from the extended DSM process structure is that the total number of iterative loops
increased to nine. However, fewer loops do not necessarily yield a better process performance [8], as the loop size
and location also bear on project lead time. It is also interesting to note that in block 3, a pseudo-feedback mark was
indeed eliminated, but at the expense of augmenting the scope of the irreducible loop 9 (previously loop 7 in the
conventional DSM sequence from Figure 3). While reducing the scope or size of loops is often associated with
faster or less costly activity repetitions, iterations at the back-end are also linked with slower and more costly
executions. This suggests that having less iterations at the back-end of the process may, indeed, improve the
process performance. This is particularly true in this example and will be later demonstrated with data. Moreover
and referring to block 2, notice that while the size of loop 7 (previously loop 5 in the conventional DSM structure)
cannot be reduced given that it is a maximal loop, i.e. a set of nodes connected by a closed path that cannot be
extended from either end, the consequence of inverting the order of the emanating and incident activities (9 and 13)
implied the creation of two pseudo feedbacks (loops 6 and 8). Similarly in block 1, the population of loops
increased. Another observation worth pointing out is that while the total number of feedback marks increased, these
increments occurred only in the first two iterative blocks, i.e., iterations in the extended DSM are front-loaded.
Based on the previous observations, the following questions arise. Will the elimination of pseudo-feedback marks
have a positive effect on project performance in the third iterative block? Will front-loading iterations, even though
they produce more pseudo-feedback marks, accelerate the execution of the iterative block? Overall, will frontloading iterations accelerate the project execution? To answer these questions, the interaction of loops along the
project path must be considered to determine if the expected project performance with a 9-loop structure is better or
worse than the performance of the project with a 7-loop structure. Thus, the expected project performances are
estimated and compared for the three different process structures. The behavior parameters in terms of activity
durations and probabilities of occurrence are described next.
4.3 Treatment of data for project performance estimations
The data set for this example case study comprised activity durations and rework effort, both described in terms of
optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic time values. With this information, the triangular distribution was used for
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estimating activity durations with rework times considered. Aligned with previous iteration-aware models [4, 5],
rework effort was decomposed into activity learning curve and rework impact percentages (task % that must be
reworked or revised). In addition to the rework effort, rework probabilities were necessary for computing activity
rework total durations. For this example case, a rework probability matrix was available, in which numerical values
were aligned with this research: values below the diagonal represent the probability of reworking upstream activity i
given that a change in the input from downstream activity j occurred and values above the diagonal signify the
probability of iteration starting from activity j. However some of these values had to be normalized due to the
assumptions of the analytical method selected for estimating the project lead time. This is further discussed.
GERT was used to determine the overall network transmittance to compute the project lead time, in which the
interaction of intermingled iterative loops are considered without a priori assuming a fixed number of iterations per
loop. The estimations of the number of iterations are based on the probabilities of occurrence (rework) (shown in
Figure 4a). However, one of the underlying assumptions of GERT is that only one emanating arrow can be taken
from a given node. For example, consider node f from the conventional DSM structure depicted in Figure 3. GERT
assumes that the path can be either traversing the arrow that leads to node g or backtracking the project to either
node b or c but not both. Thus, probabilities of occurrence from these three possible paths must sum one.
Unfortunately, the probability of rework in the original data set did not comply this assumption (see numbers in oval
from Figure 4a), and therefore, these quantities had to be normalized as shown in Figure 4b.

(a) Rework probability (RP) matrix (adapted from [11])
(b) RP normalization example
Figure 4. Rework probabilities

5. Results and Discussion
Table 1 highlights the main changes in the value of parameters for the each process structure that yield different
performance outcomes in terms of lead time expected values and standard deviations. Among the salient parameter
changes resulting from the extended DSM are the following. The probability of iteration decreased, in particular for
loop 5 (Loop 7 in the extended DSM sequence). Accordingly, the expected number of iterations per loop also
diminished, which also affected the total lead time per loop. Table 1 also presents the performance breakdown per
iterative block, allowing the impact quantification due to activity re-arrangements within blocks. From this, several
interesting observations can be made. First, it is noticed that, while the critical path remained invariant with the
original and conventional DSM structures, a significant reduction is observed with the extended DSM structure.
The 15-unit difference is due to the fact that activities 10, 12, and 16 are no longer critical; therefore, these activities
were naturally overlapped. Thus, the parallel execution of these activities, which are involved in iterative block 3,
may explain the negligible looping effect in terms of time. Moreover, the difference in the expected lead time of
block 2, and referring only to the DSM structures, is the result of inverting the starting and finishing activities. Even
though this created more loops, the total duration in block 2 was significantly reduced. This is because the value of
the activity coupling strength is lowered in the opposite direction. However, there were other instances in which
loop probabilities decreased due to the normalization required to comply GERT assumptions, as mentioned in
section 4.2. Furthermore and while the least improvement is obtained in iterative block 1, it surfaced another
potential benefit of the activity re-arrangement within blocks. By inverting the order of coupled activities, we are
deciding what assumption to make –as feedback marks are considered assumption carriers [9]. Activity 2 was the
starting activity of all the irreducible loops from block 1 of the extended DSM. Not surprisingly, activity 2 was
forced to make three different assumptions regarding the output of activities 3, 4, and 5. But when the execution
activity 2 is delayed, as suggested in the extended DSM, the result is that three different activities—3, 4, and 5—still
have to make an assumption, but all related to the output of activity 2. Interestingly, it appears that delaying the
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assumptions to be made by activity 2 and including two more design revisions (loops 1 and 2 in Figure 3), actually
helped to accelerate the execution of the project. Overall, the impact of the iterative blocks, as defined in the
extended DSM structure, reduced the overall project lead time, also leading to less variation.
Table 1. Comparison of parameter values for each process structure
Network Attributes & Performance Values
Representative Structure Characteristics
Number of chunks of nested loops
Number of loops
Representative Parameter Changes
Iteration probability interval values
Iteration probability L5
Number of iteration interval values
Loop length interval values
Expected Project Performance Results
Critical Path Length (CPL)
Iterative Block breakdown
Block 1 (B1)
Block 2 (B2)
Block 3 (B3)
Total Loop Lead Time (LLT) = B1 + B2 + B3
Total Project Lead Time = CPL + LLT
Std. Dev.

Conventional
DSM

Original

Extended
DSM

2
7

3
7

3
9

0.2-0.8
0.8
0.625-8
1.05-15.24

0.2-0.8
0.8
0.625-4
1.05-14.56

0.1-0.6
0.3
0.2-2
0-5.66

60.2

60.2

45.5

8.6
128.9
NA
137.6
197.8
134.3

8.6
58.2
7.0
73.8
134
66.28

7.0
7.3
0.1
14.4
59.9
11.9

It is also appealing to compare the iteration front-loading strategy with other alternatives to accelerate the process,
e.g., activity overlapping and loop deletion. Table 2 summarizes the main outcomes of the modeling techniques that
deployed different work policies and are now compared with the 78-week project completion target, Wang and Lin’s
[11] modeling results. From these results, the strategies of iteration front-loading (extended DSM), aggressive
overlapping (Wand and Lin’s [11] model), and loop deletion (conventional DSM process structure without loop 5)
would make the 78-week target for project completion accomplishable—expected lead-times are 59.88, 75.53 and
75.77 weeks, respectively. However, according to the data, the process structures with either iterations front-loaded
or without loop 5 suggest more predictable projects, as both have the lowest standard deviation values
(approximately 12). Therefore, these project structures may be more manageable. The difference is that deleting
loop 5 may be unrealistic or unfeasible, but controlling more iterations may be more demanding (with the iteration
front-loading strategy). Yet, for this case, the iteration-front loading appears to be superior as this process structure
yields the lowest completion time and standard deviation without tearing irreducible loops.
Table 2.Modeling techniques and acceleration strategy comparison
Project completion time
Approach
Analytical
-based
Simulatio
n-based

Management
Techniques
Target
DSM-GERT
DSM-GERT
Wang & Lin [11]
Wang & Lin [11]

Strategy to reach target
(improve the PD performance)

Mean

Deviation
from target

Std.
Dev.

Iteration front-loading (Extended DSM sequence w/all loops)
Loop deletion (Conventional DSM sequence without loop 5)
Conservative overlapping (with PM activity sequence)

78
59.9
75.78
83.7

0
-23.23%
-2.85 %
7.31 %

NA
11.91
12.44
38.15

Aggressive overlapping (with PM activity sequence)

75.53

-3.17 %

31.78

In terms of study limitations, given that it was based on secondary data, the process structures thus far suggested still
require management evaluation to determine their feasibility. Also, performance was only evaluated in time units.
It would be interesting to determine the cost of front-loading the process and identify the project conditions (e.g.,
loop structure and parameter values) in which iteration front-loading is more versus less convenient. Moreover, the
activity permutation within blocks procedure does not guarantee actual improvements in the process performance
given that ordering activities with the least number of loops does not necessarily minimize project execution times
[8]. Finally, this study was based on a single project. Overall, a critical next step is further testing of the iteration
front-loading framework with multiple and ongoing projects to further validate its effectiveness.
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6. Conclusions
The application of this case study demonstrated that, the process structure with more loops (extended DSM
structure) yielded a better project performance than the structure with fewer loops (original and conventional DSM
process structures). This appears due to the fact that, in the extended DSM, loops were located frontward along the
project path, suggesting that, in this particular case, iteration front-loading is a superior strategy than loop deletion
or overlapping critical-path activities. It was also demonstrated that the least number of feedback marks in a process
structure does not necessarily promote faster project performances. These empirical findings suggest that further
research is needed on the impact assessment of iterative loops. Iteration management should also include
procedures to identify which assumptions (feedbacks) help to reduce technical, schedule, and budgetary project
risks. The application of the iteration front-loading procedure to the case study demonstrates that iteration
management enhances the estimation breakdowns per iterative block, while at the same time enabling the
identification of the process structure with the least variation. Our current findings suggest that iteration
management will be enhanced to the extent that more partitioning procedures for iteration front-loading are
developed. After all, the rationale of the iteration paradigm is to plan product design iterations to perform the
product and manufacturing design processes more effectively and efficiently by accelerating the required design
iterations while minimizing counterproductive iterations in terms of engineering changes.
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